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Abstract

Complex fragments with atomic numbers between those of the target and the projectile have been detected from the reactions of 26 and 31 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe + C, Al, Ti, Cu. Angular distributions, cross sections, and velocity spectra were extracted from the inclusive data. Source velocity and Z-total distributions were determined from the two-fold coincidence data. These results are used to characterize the emitting source of the complex fragments. The results are compared to a geometric incomplete fusion model calculation. The agreement between the model and the data is good.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization of the source of complex fragments ($Z > 3$) in heavy-ion induced reactions is presently of great interest. Complex fragment (CF) emission has been observed at both low [1-8] and intermediate [9-29] bombarding energies for a wide variety of reaction systems. At low bombarding energy, two sources of complex fragments are observed, a "non-equilibrium" or "deep-inelastic" source that is characterized by forward peaked angular distributions in normal kinematic reactions and a second, "equilibrium" source that is characterized by Coulomb-like velocities and $1/\sin \theta$ angular distributions in the center-of-mass frame. This second source has been shown [30] to come mainly from the statistical decay of an excited compound nucleus (CN) formed in either fusion, or, at larger bombarding energies, an incomplete fusion process.

CF emission from excited compound nuclei has been systematically studied for asymmetric entrance channels ($X + C, Al$), where $X$ ranges across the periodic table. At bombarding energies below $\approx 10$ MeV/nucleon, CF emission by the CN is rare.[1-3,7] This is due to the low excitation energy available at these near Coulomb barrier bombarding energies. However, as the bombarding energy is increased, the excitation energy increases and the probability of CF emission increases rapidly.[4-7]

For asymmetric entrance channels reactions at low $(E/A < 20$ MeV) bombarding energies, many of the features of the "equilibrium" CF production are quantitatively described [4-7] by assuming a complete fusion reaction mechanism and then calculating the decay of the resulting CN using the statistical decay code GEMINI. However, this statistical
approach fails to reproduce the data from asymmetric systems at higher \((E/A > 35 \text{MeV})\) bombarding energies.\cite{19, 20, 31, 32} If this failure is due to the change of reaction mechanism from complete to incomplete fusion, one should use an incomplete fusion model to describe the production of the primary fragments as a function of impact parameter rather than the complete fusion model. The primary fragments could then be used as the starting point for a statistical model calculation describing their decay.

Studies of more symmetric reaction systems exhibit a more complicated picture \cite{8, 31, 32}. CFs are no longer associated with a single source, but rather with a broad range of sources. A study \cite{8} of the 18 MeV/nucleon \(^{139}\text{La + Ni}\) reaction concluded that this broad distribution of sources is produced by an incomplete fusion process. Incomplete fusion leads to different mass transfers as a function of impact parameter, producing CN with systematically varying masses, excitation energies and angular momenta. By selecting a given source velocity, it was possible to characterize the product formed in a specific incomplete fusion process and its decay.

In the present work we report on the results for CF emission from the reactions of \(^{129}\text{Xe}\) at 26 and 31 MeV/nucleon with targets of C, Al, Ti and Cu. By using reverse kinematics, the fragments are given a large kinematic boost so that they are easily detected and identified in \(\Delta E-E\) telescopes. Data were taken at two energies intermediate to those used in the previous studies, so that the transition from complete fusion to incomplete fusion could be examined. Four targets were used so that the effect of varying the entrance channel asymmetry could be studied. In the present study, we compared the data with
the results from an incomplete fusion model plus GEMINI that produced a range of nuclei in incomplete fusion processes and their subsequent decay.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Beams of 26 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe$^{22+}$ and 31 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe$^{23+}$ produced by the K1200 cyclotron at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University were reacted with thin targets of $^{12}$C (1.0 mg/cm$^2$), $^{27}$Al (2.0 mg/cm$^2$), $^{nat}$Ti (2.2 mg/cm$^2$), and $^{nat}$Cu (2.9 mg/cm$^2$). The K1200 cyclotron provided beam intensities of approximately 0.2 pnA. The detection apparatus consisted of eight detector telescopes arranged in a plane with four telescopes on either side of the beam. Each telescope consisted of a gas $\Delta E$ section, and a 5 mm Si(Li) E, and was position sensitive in two dimensions. These detectors have been described elsewhere [4] and are similar in design to earlier gas $\Delta E$/Si E heavy ion telescopes [33]. Low intensity beams of $^{12}$C$^{2+}$, $^{36}$Ar$^{4+}$, $^{64}$Kr$^{14+}$, and $^{129}$Xe$^{22+}$ at 26 MeV/nucleon and $^{129}$Xe$^{23+}$ at 31 MeV/nucleon were directed into each detector for calibration purposes. The filling gas was carbon tetrafluoride and was maintained at a pressure of 30 torr. The gas $\Delta E$ segment was calibrated by measuring the difference in the energy deposited in the Si detector with and without the gas in the detector. The overall error in the energy calibration of each detector is estimated to be one percent and individual Z-values were resolved up $Z = 30$. The vertical position was measured by the drift time in the gas chamber and the horizontal position by resistive division of the Si(Li) signal. The position spectrum was calibrated using a 49 hole mask.
which could be remotely placed in front of the telescope. The total in- and out-of-plane coverage was $25^\circ$ and $10^\circ$, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

III.1 Source and Emission Velocities

In general, the characterization of the source of CFs is a complex problem. However, for very asymmetric reactions, the problem is easier as one typically observes a single source. If one plots the velocity distribution for the CFs from a very asymmetric reaction in the $V_{\|}-V_{\perp}$ plane, one observes a circular ring, a so called “coulomb ring”, for each Z-value. The radius of this ring is related to the Coulomb repulsion of the emitted fragments. Moreover, if the yield along the circumference of the ring is isotropic in $d\sigma/d\theta$, this is an indication of a relaxed source that had undergone binary decay. Thus, plots of the distribution of fragment velocities in the $V_{\|}-V_{\perp}$ plane can give valuable information on the reaction process.

In order to identify the source, or sources, of CFs in these reactions, the observed kinetic energy distributions should be be transformed into velocity distributions. However, the mass of the fragment was not directly measured and a transformation from Z to mass is required. The velocity of each fragment was determined using the measured kinetic energy and Z-value by assuming that the mass is given by

$$A = 2.08Z + 0.029Z^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
This expression is thought to be valid for heavy nuclei that have undergone extensive evaporation. [4] From the calculated velocity and the measured scattering angle, a distribution of $\frac{\partial^2 \sigma}{\partial \theta \partial \phi}$ was created for each atomic number. The limited out-of-plane acceptance was accounted for by calculating the fraction of the out-of-plane angles covered at a particular $\theta$ angle and then multiplying the data at that angle by the reciprocal of the fraction covered. The percentage covered at a particular $\theta$ angle ranged from 17% at small angles to 3% at large angles. Some representative distributions are shown in figures 1 and 2 for the reactions at 26 MeV/nucleon and 31 MeV/nucleon, respectively. (The distributions for the reactions at 31 MeV/nucleon are incomplete due to an incomplete coverage of the laboratory angular range.) The figures have been made symmetric about the beam and smoothed to aid presentation. For the very asymmetric $^{129}\text{Xe} + \text{C}$, Al reactions, these distributions show well defined Coulomb rings for all Z-values. Similar rings have been seen in numerous reactions at lower energies [4, 6, 8] and are evidence for the emission of fragments with fixed average energies from a source with fixed velocity parallel to the beam direction. For most Z-values, the intensity along the circumference of the ring is fairly uniform. However, the smaller fragments show a backward peaking, which, at lower bombarding energies, has been associated with a target-like deep-inelastic component [4]. For the heavier targets, Coulomb rings are no longer observed. A broader range of source velocities, possibly populated by incomplete fusion processes, leads to the smearing of the Coulomb rings along $V_\parallel$.

The center of a Coulomb ring defines the laboratory velocity of the emitting source,
and its radius defines the velocity with which the fragments are emitted from the source. In those cases in which a ring could be observed, its center was determined by assuming that the center of the circle was on the line of the beam velocity. First, a spectrum was created for a cut through the ring at small $V_\perp$. The resulting spectrum contained two peaks, corresponding to the forward and backward emitted fragments. Each of these peaks was then fit to a Gaussian function and the average of the two centroids was taken as the source velocity of that ring. This procedure was applied to the data for Xe + C, Al, Ti, Cu reactions at 26 MeV/nucleon and Xe + C, Al reactions at 31 MeV/nucleon. At the higher bombarding energy, the determination of the source velocity for the heavier systems becomes highly uncertain due to the large width of the rings. The high Z rings for the lower bombarding energy are also subject to this limitation. The source velocities extracted with this procedure are shown in figure 3 as a function of the fragment Z-value for the different targets. The variation of the extracted source velocity with the Z-value of the fragment is fairly small and is only slightly larger than the error in the determination of the source velocity. In addition, these values are generally in agreement with the value extracted from the coincidence data (dashed line) that will be discussed below. The arrows on the left-hand side of figure 3 indicate the complete fusion velocity of each system. Notice that the very asymmetric $^{129}$Xe + C, Al systems have average source velocities that are consistent with complete fusion to within the error of the measurement. At 31 MeV/nucleon, the average source velocity for the $^{129}$Xe + C reactions is slightly below the complete fusion velocity. However, this difference is within the error of the measurement and might be
attributed to a small systematic error in the energy calibration. On the other hand, the more symmetric $^{129}$Xe + Ti, Cu systems have average source velocities that lie between the velocity of the beam and that of the complete fusion products.

The laboratory kinetic energies and angles were converted from the laboratory frame into the average moving source frame for each overall reaction. The average moving source frame for each reaction was determined from the coincidence data for that reaction. The resulting moving source frame data were then binned into equal size $\Delta \theta$ bins for the angular distributions and the source-frame, emission-velocity distributions were also determined. The mean emission velocity for each atomic number and the width of each distribution are shown in figure 4. Note the almost linear decrease in the transformed emission velocity with increasing fragment charge. This nearly linear decrease is consistent with the expectation that the velocity is mainly determined by the Coulomb repulsion of the fragment and its decay partner [4]. Also, the source frame emission velocity for a particular Z-value is almost constant, independent of the target or bombarding energy. This suggests that the nuclear charge, Z, of the source is nearly constant. In contrast, the widths of the transformed emission velocity increase as the target becomes larger. This is expected for increasing center of mass energies for the larger systems (see table 1). For large excitation energies, the primary products of the binary decay are hotter and undergo more extensive evaporation which broadens the emission velocity distributions. The uncertainties in the mean and the width of the emission velocity distributions are about the size of the symbols in figure 4.
III.2 Angular Distributions

Typical angular distributions of the fragments in the source frame are shown in figures 5 and 6. For the very asymmetric $^{129}\text{Xe} + \text{C}$ systems, the angular distributions are approximately constant in $d\sigma/d\theta$, as expected for the isotropic emission of fragments, for a wide range of Z values intermediate between the projectile and target. In other words, the distributions have a $d\sigma/d\Omega \propto 1/\sin\theta$ form indicating isotropic emission in the reaction plane. Such distributions have been observed previously at 14 and 18 MeV/nucleon [6] for a very similar system ($^{139}\text{La} + \text{C}$). For the lightest fragments ($Z<10$), the angular distributions are backwards peaked. (These distributions are incomplete due to the limited $\theta$ acceptance and not shown. However, the data does show that the backward component is larger than the forward component.) Such a backward-peaked component in the angular distributions has been previously associated [6] with target-like fragments at low Z-values. This backward peaking must be associated with a corresponding forward peaking at high Z-values from the projectile-like fragments. These effects are presumed to arise from deep-inelastic processes. Similar distributions have been seen at both lower [4, 6] and higher energies[20, 25, 31, 32]. The angular distributions from reactions in the slightly more symmetric $^{129}\text{Xe} + \text{Al}$ reaction are also similar. However, the anisotropy observed for large and small fragments is more pronounced and the range of atomic numbers whose angular distributions are isotropic is more restricted. For the heaviest systems, the backward peaking present at low Z-values decreases making a transition, around $Z=25$, to forward peaked distributions which become even more forward-peaked as the Z-value increases.
The angular distributions for the 31 MeV/nucleon reactions, shown in figure 6, are very similar to the angular distributions from the 26 MeV/nucleon data and are also similar to those distributions reported for higher bombarding energies. [20, 32, 31]

III.3 Integrated Cross Sections

The individual angular distributions were integrated to extract the fragment cross section for each atomic number. The integration was performed by fitting a quadratic function to the angular distribution and then integrating it over the full angular range. The fitted functions are shown as solid lines on the angular distribution figures (figures 5 and 6) and the integrated cross sections are shown in figure 7. The statistical error in the cross section values is smaller than the plotting symbol, about 5%, however, the systematic errors maybe as large as 30%. The sources of the systematic errors are about 10% from the beam current and target thickness, and 10% for the lighter fragments to 20% for the heavy fragments from the angular distribution integration procedure. The total cross section increases rapidly with increasing target mass, and is correlated with the available center of mass energy (table 1). The cross sections are consistent with the values obtained for similar systems at energies both above and below the present beam energy [4, 6, 20, 31, 32]. The charge distribution for the reaction of $^{129}$Xe+C at 26 MeV/nucleon, as a function of increasing Z-value, decreases strongly at small Z values, going through a minimum at Z=18 and then peaks at Z=30. Such minimum and peak values are barely visible with the slightly heavier Al target that also has a shoulder in the Z=10-15 region.
This shoulder has been observed at higher bombarding energies and was attributed to multibody events. [20] For the heavier targets, this shoulder is barely visible, interrupting an otherwise monotonic decrease with increasing Z-value.

On the other hand, the charge distribution is relatively flat for the reaction of 31 MeV/nucleon Xe + C, showing no signs of the peak observed at 26 MeV/nucleon around Z=30. For the Xe + Al reaction, the distributions decreases with increasing Z-value at low Z values, then becomes flat. For the heavier targets, the charge distribution strongly decreases with increasing Z-value. The large increase in the yield of intermediate mass fragments (Z≈12) for 31 MeV/nucleon again may indicate that at the higher center-of-mass energies, the emission of several fragments becomes the dominant exit channel. In such a picture, the average size of the fragments would then be reduced, the yield of the heavier fragments depleted, and the yield for the lighter fragments enhanced.

III.4 Coincidence Data

There were a number of events in which fragments were observed on either side of the beam. Higher order coincidences were very rare due to their very low detection efficiency in the present experimental configuration, and there were essentially no events in which both fragments were detected on the same side of the beam. For the coincidence events, the Z-value of one fragment is shown as a function of the Z-value of the second in figure 8. When a source with a constant total charge undergoes binary decay, coincidence events
should lie along a line parallel to the equation

\[ Z_1 + Z_2 = Z_{total}. \]  

There is some curvature of the \( Z_1 + Z_2 \) ridge visible in the 26 MeV/nucleon \(^{129}\text{Xe} + \text{C} \) data. This could result from the preferential emission of charged particles from lower Z-nuclei present in asymmetric splits of the CN. If there is a range of sources with different total nuclear charges that undergo binary decay, the events will no longer lie along a single line. Instead, there should be a broad band of events where the width of the total observed charge \( (Z_{total}) \) is related to the range of source sizes. For the very asymmetric reaction systems, most events fall within a narrow band that corresponds to an approximately constant sum of the two atomic numbers \( Z_1 \) and \( Z_2 \). With the heavier targets, in which incomplete fusion populates sources with a larger range of masses, the bands are much broader. These bands broaden even further with increasing bombarding energy. For the heaviest target at the highest bombarding energy, no distinct band is observed indicating the importance of events with more than two CFs in the exit channel. For 26 and 31 MeV/nucleon reactions, the detector thresholds were low enough to detect alpha particles in coincidence with heavier complex fragments. Alpha-alpha and alpha-complex fragment coincidences can be observed as ridges parallel to the axes. The evolution from a narrow ridge for the very asymmetric entrance channels at low bombarding energy to a broad ridge which disappears for more symmetric reactions at higher bombarding energy follows the large increase in the available center-of-mass energy.

Histograms of \( Z_1 + Z_2 \) are shown in figure 9 for reactions at 18, 26, and 31 MeV/nucleon.
For the $^{129}$Xe+C and $^{139}$La+C reactions, the distributions are narrow. For the heavier targets, the distributions broaden and shift to lower Z-values for 31 MeV/nucleon. In addition, a tail extending to low Z-values develops. This is due to the incomplete detection of events in which there were more than two CFs in the exit channel. This tail becomes a substantial fraction of the total number of events at higher bombarding energies, where multibody exit channels may be prevalent. In constructing this figure, it was found to be useful to place a minimum Z threshold on each fragment to exclude alpha-CF and Z=6-CF ridges that can be seen in figure 8. This is done to limit the contamination due to events in which one or more large fragments were not detected. The threshold was placed at Z=7 and this restriction is carried throughout the rest of the two-fold event analysis. The dashed and dotted curves on this figure are the results from model calculations, which will described later.

The center-of-mass velocity of the binary coincidence events was reconstructed for each event from the Z, total energy, $\Theta$, and $\Phi$ of each fragment in the event. The distributions of the $V_{\parallel}$ component are shown in figure 10. The distributions in $V_{\perp}$ are very narrow. (The widths are given in table 2.) The arrows on figure 10 indicate the complete fusion velocity for each system. In the $^{129}$Xe + C, Al reactions, only a peak corresponding to complete fusion or very near complete fusion is seen, similar to results observed for lower energy reactions induced by $^{63}$Cu, $^{93}$Nb, and $^{139}$La.[7, 4, 6] The data obtained for the reactions induced by 18 MeV/nucleon $^{139}$La ions are shown for comparison. The dashed and dotted curves on this figure are the results from model calculations that are described
To obtain an overview of the evolution of the reaction with excitation energy, linear contour plots of the measured sum of the charges \( Z_1 + Z_2 \) versus the derived emitting source velocity for different target and beam energy combinations are shown in figure 11. An interesting evolution is observed with increasing target mass and beam energy. For the cases of the 14,18 MeV/nucleon \(^{139}\text{La} + \text{C}\) reactions [4] only narrow peaks corresponding to complete fusion are seen. However, for the 18 MeV/nucleon \(^{139}\text{La} + \text{Ni}\) data [8], a band of events stretching from 90% of the beam velocity to the center-of-mass velocity occurs with the intensity peaked at the velocity corresponding to complete fusion. This band corresponds to the distribution of mass transfers expected for incomplete fusion. [8] One limit to the range of source velocities that results from incomplete fusion reactions is given by small mass transfers in peripheral collisions. The resulting CNs will have very low excitation energy and are unlikely to decay by CF emission. These sources will have a velocity close to that of the beam. The other limit is given by complete fusion reactions which have a lower velocity and much higher excitation energy. A similar shape in the source velocity distribution is observed for the 18 MeV/nucleon \(^{139}\text{La} + \text{Ti}\) [34] and arises from the same mechanism. For the higher energy 26,31 MeV/nucleon \(^{139}\text{Xe} + \text{Ti}\), \(\text{Cu}\) reactions, a broad distribution of center-of-mass velocities is seen. The range in source velocities is again similar to that of the 18 MeV/nucleon data, but the \(Z_{\text{total}}\) distribution becomes broader, and the mean value decreases with increasing bombarding energy. This reflects the large amount of excitation energy available at higher bombarding
energy and the correspondingly larger number of light charged particles evaporated from the hot primary fragments. The broad source velocity distribution indicates a broad range of mass transfers.

IV. Incomplete Fusion Model

We have just demonstrated that a large range of mass transfers leads to a distribution of source velocities in the reaction at 18 MeV/nucleon with the two heavier targets. The 18 MeV/nucleon $^{139}$La + Ni data is consistent with an incomplete fusion reaction model[8]. To make a quantitative comparison with the data, we used an incomplete fusion model[35] similar to the model of R.Dayras, et al. [36]. In this model there are two stages: an incomplete fusion process followed by a statistical decay of the excited primary fragments. In the first stage, a geometrical incomplete fusion model is used to describe the dynamics of the reaction in which two sharp spheres represent the colliding nuclei. The energetics of fragment formation is assumed to be dominated by the increase in the surface area of the fragments. Since the surface area created by breaking a smaller nucleus into parts is less than the area created by breaking the larger nucleus into parts, it takes less energy to break the smaller target nucleus. To account for this, the model forces the overlapping nuclear matter to be sheared from the smaller target nucleus and fuses it onto the larger projectile nucleus to produce an excited compound nucleus plus a cold spectator. The model generates values for the Z, A, excitation energy, final spin J and the laboratory velocity of each of the reaction partners. The excitation energy is calculated from the
energetics of the surface creation and from the mass transfer.

In the second stage, the Z, A, excitation energy, and J values of the primary fragments were input to the statistical decay model (GEMINI)[4]. The statistical decay model calculates CF emission from the CN. GEMINI also models the center-of-mass energies and angles of emission of all fragments along the decay chain. The information from the statistical decay code and the incomplete fusion model was then combined to give the laboratory velocities and angles of the resulting fragments. Finally, the fragments were passed through a detection filter that included the geometry and thresholds of the detectors used in the present study. The results are shown in the same figures as the experimental data. The only adjustable parameter in this model is the radius parameter (r_0) used to calculate the size of the sharp spheres (from R=r_0A^{1/3}). The parameter r_0 was considered slightly adjustable to account for the fact the model used a sharp-surfaced sphere to represent the nuclei, whereas in reality there is some diffuseness of the surface of nuclei.

V. Comparison of Model and Data

The results of the model calculations for 26 and 31 MeV/nucleon Xe + X reactions are shown in the Z_{total} vs. V_{source} plane in figures 12 and 13. The top row of figure 12 contains the data from each of the four targets at 26 MeV/nucleon and the second, third, and fourth rows contain the model calculations for three different values of the radius of the sharp spheres, r_0. Similar calculations with r_0 values of 1.10 fm and 1.16 fm are shown for the 31 MeV/nucleon systems in figure 13. The range of the source velocity and the
position of the ridge in $Z_{total}$ are fairly close to the data for all systems. Note that there is little dependence on $r_0$ for the lighter C and Al systems. The model calculations for the heavy targets show a depletion of cross section in the region of intermediate to high mass transfers. For these events, the model predicts the resulting CN will decay into three or more CFs. The data for the same region indicate that there are a large number of events with no more than two CFs in the exit channel. In particular, the calculation shows a strong depletion for the Cu target at large $r_0$ at both bombarding energies which is not observed in the data.

The results from the model calculations with different $r_0$ values are compared to the data in the $Z_1$ vs $Z_2$ plane in the bottom three rows of figure 14 for the 26 MeV/nucleon reactions and in the bottom two rows figure 15 for the 31 MeV/nucleon reaction. Little change is visible as a function of $r_0$ for the lighter targets. For the heavier Ti and Cu system, as the $r_0$ is increased, the excitation energy in the model increases for a given center-of-mass velocity and this can be seen in the slightly increasing width of the $Z_1$ versus $Z_2$ distributions.

The calculation with a $r_0$ value of 1.10 fm gives the best agreement for the data at 26 MeV/nucleon. The source velocity distributions for the reactions of 18 MeV/nucleon $^{139}$La+Ti,Ni were also calculated using a $r_0$ value of 1.10 fm and are shown on figure 9. The agreement of the calculation with the 18 MeV/nucleon data is very reasonable. The model predictions for all of the "observed" quantities, the cross sections, emission velocity, the width of the emission velocity, $Z_{total}$, and source velocity for the reactions at
26 MeV/nucleon are compared with the data in figures 7, 4, 9 and 10, respectively. The overall agreement of the calculations with the 26 MeV/nucleon data is good for the lighter targets: For the heavier targets, the range of source velocities is correct (see figure 10) as is the centroid of the $Z_{\text{total}}$ distribution (see figure 9) but the calculated width of the $Z_{\text{total}}$ is narrower than that observed in the data. The inclusive cross sections (see figure 7) are well predicted for the lighter targets except for the low Z region. The simulations for the heavier targets predict the correct order of magnitude but the shape of the cross section distributions is wrong. The calculated centroids and widths of the emission velocity distributions agree well with the experimental data for all targets (see figure 4 upper row).

The 31 MeV/nucleon model calculations were not in as good agreement with the data as the 26 MeV/nucleon calculations for the heavier targets. This failing may be due to the over-estimation of the excitation energy in the CN. Therefore a correction for pre-equilibrium emission was attempted. A Boltzman-Nordheim-Vlasov (BNV) model [37, 38] was used to estimate the amount of pre-equilibrium emission in the 31 MeV/nucleon reactions. The dynamical stage of the collision was simulated by solving the BNV equation with the test particle approach in a “full ensemble” method (each nucleon being represented by 50 test particles). The self-consistent mean field needed for the calculation included the Coulomb potential and a nuclear potential approximated by a density dependent Skyrme-like interaction. The parameters of the latter potential were chosen to reproduce nuclear matter saturation properties, and a compressibility coefficient of $K=200$ MeV. The free nucleon-nucleon cross section was used in the collision term with its energy
and angular dependence. These are the same values used to reproduce $^{139}$La + Al data at the somewhat higher energy of 55 MeV/nucleon [38]. The resulting average trajectory was followed until the slope of the emitted nucleon mean energy curve changed. This was taken to indicate the transition from preequilibrium emission to evaporation from a more equilibrated source.

The BNV code was run for the Xe + Al and Xe + Cu reactions at nearly central impact parameters leading to complete fusion. By comparing the BNV model results to those from the incomplete fusion model for the same impact parameter, the amount of nuclear charge, mass, excitation energy and angular momentum lost in pre-equilibrium emission could be estimated. For the Al target, the estimated values were 4 units of charge, 10 units of mass, 40% of the excitation energy, and 27% of the angular momentum was lost to pre-equilibrium particles. The uncertainties in these estimates are fairly large, being about 20% for each physical variable. At other impact parameters, the number of pre-equilibrium particles was scaled down to the amount of mass transfer predicted by the incomplete fusion model. The percentage of the angular momentum and excitation energy lost to pre-equilibrium emission was kept constant for all impact parameters. The calculation was repeated for the 26 MeV/nucleon and 18 MeV/nucleon reactions. The 26 MeV/nucleon calculation showed only a small amount of pre-equilibrium emission and the 18 MeV/nucleon calculation showed none. Because of the large uncertainties in these estimates, no corrections were attempted to the incomplete fusion model calculation at these two lower bombarding energies.
Figure 16 contains a comparison of the resulting primary fragments as a function of impact parameter for the 31 MeV/nucleon Xe+Al system. The solid lines are the results of the incomplete fusion model alone while the dashed lines are the results of the incomplete fusion model when including the effects of pre-equilibrium emission. At 31 MeV/nucleon, pre-equilibrium emission substantially reduces the excitation energy and to a lesser degree both the charge and angular momentum of the primary fragments. The results from the calculation which included pre-equilibrium emission are shown in the second row of figures 13 and 15. The calculations for light targets remain in good agreement with the data. The depletion of events with moderate mass transfers for the Cu reaction no longer occurs and this model calculation is much closer to the observed $V_{source}$ distributions. However, the peak value for $Z_{total}$ is not well reproduced and the width of the $Z_{total}$ distribution is again too narrow. (See dotted curves in the last columns of figures 9 and 10.)

The predicted cross sections from the calculation including pre-equilibrium are shown as dashed curves in the lower row of figure 7. The cross section for the C and Al targets are well reproduced, however, for the heavier systems only the order of magnitude is correct and the shape of the distribution is not correct. The predictions from this calculation for the emission velocity and its width are shown as solid lines on the lower row of figure 4. The agreement between the calculation and the data is good. Since the agreement between the model calculation and data becomes significantly better after the inclusion of the pre-equilibrium emission, we conclude that there is a significant amount of pre-equilibrium emission in these reactions at 31 MeV/nucleon. However, it is possible to
speculate that the agreement could be further improved if the amount of pre-equilibrium emission were somewhat reduced from the BNV estimates. This would broaden the center-of-mass velocity distributions for the heavier targets and improve the agreement with the data. If some pre-equilibrium were to be included in the 26MeV/nucleon calculation, the $V_{source}$ distributions for the heavy targets would have more emphasis on high mass transfers and again the agreement would be improved.

VI. SUMMARY

The good agreement between the simple geometric incomplete fusion model and the data suggests that this model gives a reasonable description of the nuclear reactions in this energy region. The agreement also suggests that the CFs produced in this energy region arise from the CN produced in the incomplete fusion process. Since pre-equilibrium emission is known to occur above 20 MeV/nucleon, the fact that its inclusion for 31 MeV/nucleon reaction improves the agreement of the model with the data comes as no surprise.

The production of complex fragments from the reactions of $^{129}$Xe with C, Al, Ti, and Cu targets at 26 and 31 MeV/nucleon was measured. Angular distributions, emission velocities, source velocities and cross sections were extracted from the data. The results were compared to a geometrical incomplete fusion model coupled to a statistical decay model. The 26 MeV/nucleon data were found to be well reproduced by this model with a radius parameter, $r_0$, equal to 1.10 fm. The results from reactions at 31 MeV/nucleon
were also well described after a simple correction was made for pre-equilibrium emission.
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### Table 1: Available Excitation Energy in MeV.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam Target</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18 MeV/nucleon La</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>785</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 MeV/nucleon Xe</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>1110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 MeV/nucleon Xe</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1085</td>
<td>1325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Perpendicular Width of Source Velocity in units of v/c.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam Target</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 MeV/nucleon Xe</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 MeV/nucleon Xe</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.046</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Captions

**Fig. 1:** Linear contours of the experimental cross sections $\partial^2 \sigma / \partial V_{\parallel} \partial V_{\perp}$ in the $V_{\parallel}$-$V_{\perp}$ plane for representative Z-values produced in the reactions of 26 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe + C (row a), Al (row b), Ti (row c) and Cu (row d) for representative Z-values (10,15,20,25,30). The Z-value is noted in the lower left hand corner of each column. (The beam direction is vertical.) The data has been smoothed and symmetrized to aid in presentation.

**Fig. 2:** Same as figure 1 but for 31 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe induced reactions. The gaps in the distributions are caused by an incomplete coverage of the laboratory angular distribution.

**Fig. 3:** Source velocities (plot symbols) extracted from the Coulomb rings as a function of fragment Z value for the reactions at 26 MeV/nucleon (top) and 31 MeV/nucleon (bottom). The error bars shown for the Ti and Cu data indicate the possible error due to the width of the Coulomb rings. The dashed line represents the source velocity extracted from the two-fold coincidence events for each system. The arrows at the left edge of the figure indicate the center-of-mass velocity for the 31 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe + C, Al reactions in the top part of the figure. The arrows at the left edge in the bottom part indicate the center-of-mass velocity for the 26 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe + C, Al, Ti, and Cu reactions. Note the suppressed zero on the ordinate axis.

**Fig. 4:** Mean emission velocities (diamonds) measured at 90 degrees in the source frame as a function of fragment Z-value. Top row for the reaction of 26 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe and bottom row for 31 MeV/nucleon $^{129}$Xe. The targets are indicated in the upper left of each panel. At the bottom of the panel for each system are the widths (circles) of the emission velocity distributions at 90 degrees in the source frame. The solid lines correspond to the predictions of the mean value and the width of the emission velocity distributions from the GEMINI calculations.

**Fig. 5:** Experimental angular distributions in the source frame for representative Z-values produced in the reactions of $^{129}$Xe + C, Al, Ti and Cu. The solid curves represent the fitted functions that were used to extract the cross section for each Z-value. Each column corresponds to a different target. The Z-values, and a factor by which the data was multiplied for display.
purposes, are indicated to the left of each distribution.

Fig. 6: Same as figure 5 but for 31 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe.

Fig. 7: Experimental angle-integrated cross sections as a function of fragment Z value for 26 MeV/nucleon (upper row) and 31 MeV/nucleon (lower row) ¹²⁹Xe induced reactions. The solid and dashed lines are cross section predictions from the model. See discussion in text for details.

Fig. 8: Contour plots of the detected charge for two-fold coincidence events from the 18 MeV/nucleon ¹³⁹La+X (top row), 26 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+X (middle row), and 31 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+X (bottom row) reactions. Z₁ and Z₂ refer to the Z-value of each fragment detected. Each row corresponds to a different beam energy and each column to a different target. In column 4, a Ni target was used at 18 MeV/nucleon and a Cu target was used at the two higher beam energies. At 18 MeV/nucleon, the C and Al targets are from ref 6 and the Ti and Ni targets are from references 34 and 8.

Fig. 9: The relative yield of coincidence events as a function of the total charge detected for: column 1 the reaction of 18 MeV/nucleon ¹³⁹La+C, Al, Ti, Ni, column 2, 26 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+C, Al, Ti, Cu, and column 3, 31 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+C, Al, Ti, and Cu. The dashed and dotted curves are results from model calculations.

Fig. 10: The relative yield of coincidence events as a function of the calculated source velocity for: column 1 the reaction of 18 MeV/nucleon ¹³⁹La+C, Al, Ti, Ni, column 2, 26 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+C, Al, Ti, Cu, and column 3, 31 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+C, Al, Ti, and Cu. Arrows indicate the complete fusion velocity for each system. The dashed curves and dotted curves are results from model calculations.

Fig. 11: Contours of source velocity versus total charge for two-fold events from the 18 MeV/nucleon ¹³⁹La+X (top row), 26 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+X (middle row), and 31 MeV/nucleon ¹²⁹Xe+X (bottom row) reactions. The data from the 18 MeV/nucleon ¹³⁹La has been shifted down three units of Z to account for the difference in the La and Xe atomic numbers. The horizontal line is at the center-of-mass velocity for each system.

Fig. 12: Contours of source velocity versus total charge detected for two-fold events from the 26 MeV/nucleon reactions. The top row is the data, while the next three rows are model calculations with values of r₀ = 1.06,
1.10, and 1.16 fm, respectively.

Fig. 13: Contours of source velocity versus total charge detected for two-fold events from the 31 MeV/nucleon reactions. The top row is the data, the second row is a model calculation with pre-equilibrium included, while the bottom rows are model calculations with values of \( r_0 = 1.10, \) and 1.16 fm, respectively.

Fig. 14: Contour plots of the charge correlation for two-fold coincidence events from the 26 MeV/nucleon reactions. The top row is the data, while the next three rows are the results from model calculations. Details are given in the text.

Fig. 15: Similar to figure 14 but for the 31 MeV/nucleon systems.

Fig. 16: A comparison between the input parameters for GEMINI for the \(^{129}\text{Xe} + \text{Al}\) reaction from the incomplete fusion model (solid lines) and the parameters resulting from the BNV calculation (dashed lines) as a function of impact parameter.
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